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Evidence of abundant stop codon readthrough in Drosophila and other metazoa
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While translational stop codon readthrough is often used by viral genomes, it has been observed for only a handful of eukaryotic genes. We previously used comparative genomics evidence to recognize protein-coding regions in 12 species of Drosophila and showed that for 149 genes, the open reading frame following the stop codon has a protein-coding conservation signature, hinting that stop codon readthrough might be common in Drosophila. We return to this observation armed with deep RNA sequence data from the modENCODE project, an improved higher-resolution comparative genomics metric for detecting protein-coding regions, comparative sequence information from additional species, and directed experimental evidence. We report an expanded set of 283 readthrough candidates, including 16 double-readthrough candidates; these were manually curated to rule out alternatives such as A-to-I editing, alternative splicing, dicistronic translation, and selenocysteine incorporation. We report experimental evidence of translation using GFP tagging and mass spectrometry for several readthrough regions. We find that the set of readthrough candidates differs from other genes in length, composition, conservation, stop codon context, and in some cases, conserved stem–loops, providing clues about readthrough regulation and potential mechanisms. Lastly, we expand our studies beyond Drosophila and find evidence of abundant readthrough in several other insect species and one crustacean, and several readthrough candidates in nematode and human, suggesting that functionally important translational stop codon readthrough is significantly more prevalent in Metazoa than previously recognized.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Readthrough provides a compelling regulatory mechanism for exposing additional C-terminal domains of a protein at a lower abundance, which in contrast to alternative splicing can be regulated at the translational level. Viruses use this mechanism not only to increase functional versatility in a compact genome but also to control the ratio of two protein isoforms (Beier and Grimm 2001; Namy and Rouset 2010). In eukaryotes the ratio between readthrough and non-readthrough proteins can be controlled for many genes simultaneously by regulation of release factor proteins, themselves sometimes regulated post-translationally (von der Haar and Tuite 2007), and can vary by tissue (Robinson and Cooley 1997) and development stage (Samson et al. 1995). Readthrough interacts with many other regulatory processes: On one hand, it is enhanced by factors that reduce translational elongation and fidelity; on the other hand, it can affect mRNA abundance by slowing down transcript deadenylation, reducing nonsense-mediated decay, and triggering no-go decay or non-stop decay (von der Haar and Tuite 2007). Readthrough has been proposed as an evolutionary catalyst in yeast, where it is epigenetically controlled via a prion protein state, thus enabling the adaptation of new domains translated at low rates during normal growth but at higher rates in periods of stress when they might provide a selective advantage (True and Lindquist 2000). Readthrough, which extends the C terminus of the protein, is complementary to leaky AUG recognition, a mechanism for protein diversification at the N terminus by starting translation at a subsequent start codon, which has been shown to create pairs of similar proteins with different localizations or biological functions (Touriol et al. 2003). Lastly, readthrough can be induced by small molecules or by
introducing suppressor tRNAs, offering potential new therapeutic avenues for patients with nonsense mutations (Keeling and Bedwell 2010).

In eukaryotic genomes, readthrough has been thought to play only a minor role outside selenocysteine incorporation, experimentally observed for only six wild-type genes in three species: *Drosophila melanogaster* genes *syn* (Klagges et al. 1996), *kel* (Robinson and Cooley 1997), and *hdc* (Stoneberg and Samakovlis 2001); *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* genes PDE2 and IMP3 (Namy et al. 2002; Namy et al. 2003); and the rabbit beta-globin gene (Chittum et al. 1998). In addition, two nonsense alleles of *elav* (Samson et al. 1995) and a nonsense allele of *wg* (Chao et al. 2003) in *D. melanogaster* are known to undergo readthrough, and two additional *D. melanogaster* candidates, *Sxl* and *oaf*, have been proposed based on long ORFs downstream from the stop codon (Samuels et al. 1991; Bergstrom et al. 1995). According to the Recode-2 database (Bekaert et al. 2010), the only other known cases of readthrough in eukaryotes are in transposable elements that could be endogenous retroviruses.

The story changed dramatically with the sequencing of 12 *Drosophila* genomes (Drosophila 12 Genomes Consortium et al. 2007; Stark et al. 2007), which enabled a search for readthrough genes through the evolutionary lens of comparative genomics analysis. While evolutionary signatures associated with protein-coding selection usually showed sharp boundaries coinciding with the exact boundaries of protein-coding genes, we found a surprising 149 readthrough candidates for which the protein-coding constraint extends past the stop codon until the next in-frame stop codon (Fig. 1; Lin et al. 2007), suggesting not only that translation does not always stop at the stop codon but also that the specific polypeptide sequence of the extended protein confers selective advantages at the protein level. At the time, we ruled out selenocysteine insertion, but postulated that perhaps adenosine-to-inosine (A-to-I) editing was responsible for the observed signature, by editing away stop codons into tryptophan codons, since readthrough candidates were enriched for nervous system genes where editing is most active. However, we acknowledged that alternative explanations were possible, such as precisely positioned alternative splicing, which would also explain the observed signatures without readthrough.

For the three years since our initial findings, the phenomenon has remained a mystery, with no resolution about when underlying mechanism may enable translation of our candidate regions, no direct evidence of translation, and no evidence of how extensive readthrough is across the animal kingdom. To address these questions, we exploit the vast new transcriptional evidence provided by modENCODE data sets (Graveley et al. 2011) and new phylogenetic methods for detecting protein-coding selection (Lin et al. 2011). We manually curated a list of almost 300 genes that nearly doubles the previous number of candidates, and we show that translational readthrough is the only plausible explanation for most of these. We provide experimental evidence of downstream translation in several cases using GFP transgenic flies and mass spectrometry. We also investigate additional genomic properties of readthrough candidates that yield insights into their mechanisms of function. Lastly, we apply several genomic techniques to search for evidence of readthrough in additional genomes using both comparative and single-species evidence, revealing readthrough across the animal kingdom. The result is an expanded picture of abundant readthrough in *Drosophila* and related species, many new insights into the mechanism and evolution of readthrough, and a dramatically expanded list of species showing evidence of translational readthrough, including the human.

### Results

#### Comparative evidence and list of candidates

We first sought to expand and substantiate our previous list of *D. melanogaster* readthrough candidates by generating an initial list of likely coding regions downstream from stop codons and then using newer developmental methods and data sets followed by manual curation to eliminate those for which there is a plausible explanation other than translational stop codon readthrough (Fig. 2). For each annotated protein-coding transcript, we evaluated the coding potential of the region between the annotated stop codon (“first stop codon”) and the next in-frame stop codon (“second stop codon”), which we refer to as the “second ORF,” or, for readthrough candidates, as the “readthrough region.” We refer to the codon position aligned to the first or the second stop codon in each species as the first or second “stop locus,” respectively.

We scored the protein-coding potential of each second ORF using PhyloCSF (Lin et al. 2011), an improved, phylogenetic version of the Codon Substitution Frequency (CSF) score we had previously applied (Lin et al. 2008) to identify short, conserved coding regions. This new algorithm, based on a statistical comparison of phylogenetic codon models, provides higher resolution for detecting protein-coding evolutionary signatures in small regions. For example, the alignment of the second codon in Figure 1B (headed by AGG) is 1145 times more likely to occur in a coding region than in a non-coding region. The PhyloCSF score is a log-likelihood ratio, with a positive score indicating that the alignment is more likely to occur in a coding region than in a non-coding one. We found 750 transcripts with positive second-ORF PhyloCSF scores, of which 411 had sufficiently high scores that they were unlikely due to chance (see Methods).

We used next-generation deep transcript sequencing data (RNA-seq) to detect alternative splicing events or RNA editing that could potentially explain the observed protein-coding selection in the absence of readthrough. The modENCODE project has provided 2.3 billion reads across 30 stages of development, which recover 93% of known splice junctions across all of the genes we were evaluating. We used these data, supplemented with EST and mRNA evidence reported by the UCSC Genome Browser and with two genomic splice prediction algorithms, to look for possible 3’-splice acceptor sites shortly downstream from the first stop codon. This revealed likely splice sites in only 40 of our 411 candidates with strongly positive scores, suggesting that splicing is not a likely explanation for the observed widespread phenomenon, and leaving 371 candidates that are not explained by alternative splicing. We also used RNA-seq data to show that continued translation of the second ORF is not a result of RNA editing of adenosine to inosine (Aphasizhev 2007), which we had originally hypothesized would convert stop codons to UGG tryptophan codons (Lin et al. 2007). In fact, no readthrough stop codons among our candidates were found to be edited (Supplemental Text S1).

We next excluded 42 readthrough regions that overlap another gene in the same frame or a possible internal ribosome entry site (IRES) marking the start of a second cistron (an independent complete ORF in the 3’ UTR of a coding transcript), using existing annotations and scoring the region between the first stop and subsequent in-frame ATGs (as second cistrons would follow lower-scoring untranslated regions). While we cannot rule out the possibility that some of the remaining candidates are translated through a non-AUG IRES (Sugiharas et al. 1990; DeSimone and White 1993; Takahashia et al. 2005), we have used a similar analysis to show that...
We also ruled out both selenocysteine insertion and a related Drosophila readthrough mechanism that can read through TGA stop codons using the same SECIS element and proteins as selenocysteine insertion but without inserting selenocysteine (Hirosawa-Takamori et al. 2009). We looked for SECIS elements in the 3' UTRs of the remaining transcripts using an existing program, SECISearch (Kryukov et al. 2003), and found none scoring above...
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the recommended threshold. We also studied readthrough codon alignments in Drosophila willistoni, a Drosophila species that has lost most of the selenocysteine incorporation machinery and thus substitutes a cysteine codon for the TGA stop at all known selenocysteine insertion sites (Chapple and Guigo 2008). Indeed, D. willistoni retains the TGA stop and shows continued protein-coding selection in the second ORF for nearly all readthrough candidates with TGA first stop codons, suggesting that selenocysteine insertion does not explain more than a handful of our candidates, if any. Further evidence ruling out selenocysteine insertion is presented in Supplemental Text S2.

We were left with 283 transcripts (Supplemental Data 1), henceforth referred to as the “readthrough candidates,” for which the most plausible explanation of the observed comparative signature is functional and evolutionarily conserved stop codon readthrough. The readthrough regions vary in length from 4 to 788 codons, with a mean of 67 codons. We similarly curated the subsequent open reading frame (“third ORF”) of each readthrough candidate and found 16 double-readthrough candidates (Fig. 1C). We did not find any candidates for triple readthrough.

Experimental evidence of readthrough

We used two experimental lines of evidence to verify that readthrough occurs in several of our candidates.

Evidence of stop codon readthrough using GFP transgenic fly strains

We created transgenic flies in which the second stop codon of a readthrough candidate was replaced with a construct encoding GFP, so that GFP would be expressed if the first stop codon were read through (Fig. 3A), and tested the resulting strains for the presence of GFP in embryos and larvae.

We created five transgenic fly strains labeled Abd-B-RT, cnc-RT, Jra-RT, Sp1-RT, and z-RT for readthrough candidates Abd-B, cnc, Jra, Sp1, and z, respectively. We chose readthrough candidates that are particularly unlikely due to dicistronic translation via an IRES: Two do not contain an ATG codon, and for two more the only ATG codon is not conserved, and all five are unlikely to function as independent ORFs given their short lengths (16, 47, 83, 11, and 30 amino acids, respectively). Moreover, between 266 and 2249 RNA-seq reads covering the readthrough regions of each of these genes in the specific development stages observed confirm that the stop codon is not bypassed via splicing or RNA editing.

We observed GFP expression in four of the five strains (Fig. 3B), demonstrating translation of eGFP, and thus confirming that readthrough occurs. Two of these (cnc-RT and Sp1-RT) were observed in embryos, one in larvae (Abd-B-RT), and one in both embryos and larvae (z-RT).

We did not observe GFP expression in Jra-RT in either embryos or larvae, but this does not preclude readthrough of that gene in other stages. We confirmed that a wild-type strain used as a control does not show GFP expression (Supplemental Fig. S12).

Mass spectrometry evidence of protein translation

We also found evidence that several readthrough regions are translated by searching a mass spectrometry database for sequenced Drosophila peptides that match within a readthrough region. We used the Drosophila PeptideAtlas (Loevenich et al. 2009), which contains 75,753 distinct peptides between four and 55 amino acids long matching annotated coding regions, and an additional 971 peptides matching a whole-genome six-frame translation.

We found 14 distinct peptides that match our readthrough regions (Fig. 3C; Supplemental Data 1). We used BLAST to verify that these peptides do not match elsewhere within the D. melanogaster genome. Since most peptides in the database were sequenced by comparison to annotated coding regions, it is not surprising that there were no matches to most of our readthrough regions.

These sequenced peptides provide experimental evidence of translation within the readthrough regions of nine of our readthrough candidates, only two of which, syn and kel, had been previously experimentally observed. We note that most of the peptide matches are single hits, which are known to have a false-positive rate of 35% or more (Schrimpf et al. 2009), so some might not have been correctly identified. However, for those peptides that were correctly identified, our manual curation process provided strong evidence that downstream translation is not due to alternative splicing or dicistronic translation (Supplemental Text S3).

Single-species evidence of protein translation

Nucleotide k-mer composition, synonymous SNP bias, and periodicity of secondary structure pairing frequency match those of protein-coding regions

Seeking to complement our comparative genomics evidence with single-species evidence of readthrough, we obtained three additional lines of evidence that most of the predicted readthrough regions are, indeed, protein-coding.

First, we found that the nucleotide k-mer composition of readthrough regions matched that of protein-coding regions. We quantified protein-coding-like compositional properties using the
Figure 3. Experimental validation of readthrough. (A) GFP insert construct replacing the second stop codon so that GFP is only observed after translation of the 3’ end of the second ORF and subsequent eGFP gene. GOI_F and GOI_R are 50-bp homology arms on the forward and reverse strands specific to each gene of interest (GOI). (B) Expression of GFP in transgenic constructs showing that translation continues through to the second stop codon for four of the readthrough (RT) candidates. Strains shown are z-RT, Sp1-RT, and cnc-RT in embryos, and Abd-B-RT in the central nervous system of a larva. No GFP expression was found in a wild-type strain used as a control (Supplemental Fig. S12). (C) Mass spectrometry evidence of readthrough. Example of readthrough region (gish) supported by a 22-amino-acid peptide match (red rectangle) to mass spectrometry Drosophila PeptideAtlas (one of nine cases). With no ATG codon between the stop codon and the peptide, and no observed alternative splicing events across thousands of RNA-seq reads overlapping this region, readthrough seems the only plausible explanation for translation of this peptide.
Z curve score (Gao and Zhang 2004), which provides a single-species test for protein-coding regions using mono-, di-, and tri-nucleotide frequencies. Although most individual readthrough regions are too short to reliably call as protein-coding using the Z curve score alone, we found that it provided very strong group discrimination (Fig. 4A) between coding regions immediately up-

![Figure 4.](image-url)
stream of stop codons (Fig. 4A, top panel) and non-coding regions immediately downstream from stop codons for non-readthrough transcripts (Fig. 4A, middle panel). For readthrough candidates, the distributions of scores upstream of the first stop were indistinguishable from that of coding regions for non-readthrough transcripts (Fig. 4A, top panel), and the distribution downstream from the second stop was indistinguishable from that of non-coding regions (Fig. 4A, middle panel), as expected. Strikingly, the distribution of scores for the readthrough portion of readthrough candidates matched that of coding regions (Fig. 4A, bottom panel). We conclude that single-species sequence composition strongly supports the comparative evidence that the candidate readthrough regions are predominantly protein-coding.

Second, we found that polymorphism evidence strongly supports continued protein-coding selection in readthrough regions within the D. melanogaster lineage. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) show a strong bias to be synonymous in readthrough regions and coding regions, but not in non-readthrough second ORFs (Fig. 4B). Across more than 6 million D. melanogaster SNPs in the Drosophila Population Genomics Project Release 1.0 (dpgp.org, data obtained from ensembl.org), 3490 lie within readthrough regions. Of these, 1372 (39%) result in synonymous codon substitutions, a significant excess compared with the 21% if the same regions were translated in alternate reading frames. By comparison, 50% of substitutions within protein-coding regions are synonymous (vs. 19% on average in alternate reading frames), perhaps because protein-coding constraint is moderately weaker in readthrough regions. In contrast, no frame bias is seen in the second ORFs of non-readthrough transcripts, confirming the stronger protein-coding selection of readthrough regions.

As a third line of evidence, we found that the mRNA secondary structures of the readthrough regions exhibit a periodicity characteristic of coding regions. Previous studies suggest that nucleotides in the third codon position are more likely to be paired in the least-energy mRNA secondary structure than nucleotides in the other two positions (Shabalina et al. 2006; Kertesz et al. 2010), resulting in a three-periodic pairing frequency signal averaged across protein-coding regions, which stops abruptly at the stop codon. This signal has been shown computationally in the human genome (Shabalina et al. 2006) and experimentally in the yeast genome (Kertesz et al. 2010). We reproduced the periodicity result for predicted structures within D. melanogaster coding regions, suggesting that it is likely a general feature of eukaryotic genomes. We found that while for non-readthrough genes the signal stops abruptly at the first stop codon, the three-periodicity continues beyond the annotated stop codon for readthrough candidates and abruptly ends after the second stop codon, consistent with the intervening region being protein-coding (Fig. 4C; Supplemental Fig. S2).

**Protein domain evidence of protein translation**

To obtain further evidence of protein-coding function in readthrough regions, we searched for homology with known protein domains. Because domain homology is more likely to be found in protein-coding regions than non-coding ones, this strategy was used in an earlier attempt to identify readthrough genes computationally (Sato et al. 2003) and provided further support for our candidates here. Using Search Pfam (Finn et al. 2010), we found 13 significant matches to Pfam protein domain families within the readthrough regions, compared with only five in non-readthrough controls with similar second ORF length (p = 0.045). For example, CG14669, itself annotated as an RAS GTPase in FlyBase, has a readthrough region that also shows a match to an RAS family GTPase domain in the curated Pfam-A database (e-value = 6.9 × 10–21), suggesting roles in vesicle formation, motility, and fusion.

**Discerning readthrough mechanism**

Several lines of evidence support that the observed protein-coding translation is the result of stop codon readthrough rather than alternative mechanisms.

**Reading frame bias confirms readthrough mechanism**

First, comparing the PhyloCSF score distributions downstream from the stop codon between the three possible reading frames provided evidence that the observed phenomenon is not due to splicing, dicistronic translation at an internal ribosomal entry site (IREs), ribosomal bypassing (“hopping”), or chance, and also provided an independent estimate of the number of readthrough genes in D. melanogaster.

We found that many more second ORFs have positive PhyloCSF score in the annotated reading frame (reading frame 0, n0 = 662) than in the other two reading frames (n1 = 219 and n2 = 225) (Fig. 5A), as would be expected if there were many readthrough genes. We next analyzed whether other explanations for a positive PhyloCSF score could explain the frame bias (Fig. 5B). Because splice variants, internal ribosome entry sites, overlaps with other genes, antisense genes, ribosomal hopping, and chance high-scoring regions can occur in any of the three frames and do not show a bias toward frame 0 (Supplemental Text S4), they would not explain the frame 0 excess. Moreover, programmed frameshifting or recent frameshifting indels can only lead to a protein-coding region in frame 1 or frame 2, thus the presence of these effects would imply even more readthrough genes to account for the observed frame 0 excess. Lastly, our manual curation determined that nonsense mutations, A-to-I editing, and selenocysteine insertion, which would explain a positive PhyloCSF score specifically in frame 0, account for at most 17 transcripts. Thus, the excess of high-scoring downstream regions in frame 0 implies more than 400 translational stop codon readthrough genes (n0 – n1/2 = 17 > 400). It is worth noting that this number is significantly more than the 283 readthrough candidates, suggesting that more than a hundred additional readthrough genes may exist, perhaps rejected by our stringent manual curation criteria.

**Stop codon context supports translational leakage**

Translation termination efficiency is known to be affected by several signals including the stop codon itself, the three nucleotide positions downstream, the final two amino acids in the nascent peptide, and the tRNA in the ribosomal P-site (Bertram et al. 2001). Of these signals, the strongest determinants consist of the 4-nt sequence that includes the stop codon and one downstream position, which we refer to as the stop codon “context.” In both yeast and mammals, the contexts most efficient for termination are the most common in the genome, while leaky contexts are the most rare, especially among highly expressed genes (Bonetti et al. 1995; McCaughey et al. 1995). Thus, the frequency of different contexts may be an indication of their efficiency at translation termination.

We found a striking inverse correlation between the usage of 4-base stop codon contexts among readthrough candidates and non-readthrough transcripts (Fig. 5C). For example, TGA-C, the least common context among non-readthrough transcripts (3.1%), is by far the most common among readthrough candidates (32.2%). In fact, genes containing a TGA-C stop context are nearly 10-fold
Figure 5. Evidence of readthrough mechanism. (A,B) Excess of high-scoring regions in-frame (frame 0) compared to out-of-frame (frame 1, frame 2) suggests readthrough as the likely mechanism and provides an estimate of readthrough count. (A) PhyloCSF score per codon (x-axis) of the regions starting 0, 1, or 2 bases after all D. melanogaster annotated stop codons (red, green, purple, respectively) and continuing until the next stop codon in that frame, excluding regions that overlap another annotated transcript. Frame 0 shows an excess of more than 400 predicted protein-coding regions compared with the other reading frames, suggesting abundant readthrough. In contrast, a similar plot for Caenorhabditis elegans shows no significant excess in frame 0 (Supplemental Fig. S11), suggesting that the abundance of readthrough in Drosophila is not universal. (B) Possible mechanisms associated with protein-coding function downstream from D. melanogaster stop codons (rows) and associated reading frame offsets where corresponding protein-coding function is expected (columns). Random fluctuations would lead to an even distribution among the three frames, as would unannotated alternative splice variants and unannotated IRESs (note that annotated splice variants and IRESs have already been excluded), while frameshift events and recent frameshifting indels would bias away from frame 0. A bias for in-frame protein-coding selection is expected only for stop codon readthrough, recent nonsense mutations, A-to-I editing, and selenocysteine, the latter three together accounting for at most 17 cases. This leaves readthrough as the only plausible explanation for an excess of ~420 frame 0 regions with positive PhyloCSF scores. (C) Usage of stop codon context (stop codon and subsequent base) provides additional evidence of a readthrough mechanism. The 4-base contexts are sorted in order of decreasing frequency among the 14,928 non-readthrough stop codons (blue), with less frequent stop codons (top, e.g., TGA-C) experimentally associated with translational leakage in other species and most frequently associated with efficient termination (bottom, e.g., TAA-A). Context frequencies for readthrough candidates (red) are opposite of non-readthrough transcripts, suggesting a preference for leaky context, with one-third using TGA-C and almost none using TAA-A. (D) Increased stop codon conservation in readthrough candidates. Only ~1/3 of D. melanogaster non-readthrough stop codons have aligned stops in all 12 species, and only ~1/3 of those are perfectly conserved (i.e., have the same stop codon in all 12 species). In contrast, 83% of candidate readthrough stop codons have an aligned stop in all 12 species, and 97% of those are perfectly conserved. While all three stop codons are involved in readthrough of different genes, individual readthrough genes rarely show substitutions between different stop codons, suggesting that the three stop codons are not functionally equivalent. Moreover, the only eight substitutions observed are between TAA and TAG, with no substitutions involving TGA, even though it is the most frequent readthrough stop codon, suggesting that TAA and TAG are functionally similar.
Conservation pattern suggests stop codons encode functional amino acids

For non-readthrough transcripts, substitutions between the three stop codons are frequent, suggesting that they have little functional difference other than termination efficiency. However, the situation is strikingly different for readthrough candidates. While different readthrough genes use all three stop codons (182 use TGA, 73 TAG, and 28 TAA), any given readthrough candidate rarely showed substitutions between the three stop codons at the readthrough locus (Fig. 5D). Overall, 83% of readthrough stop codons show perfect conservation across the 12 Drosophila species, compared with 12% for non-readthrough genes. If we consider only transcripts that contain a stop codon at the first stop locus in all 12 species, the difference remains striking, with 97% of readthrough stops perfectly conserved, compared with 36% for non-readthrough genes. This suggests that the readthrough stop codons are not functionally equivalent.

A plausible functional difference between stop codons is that they may encode different amino acids if they are functionally translated. Although no cognate stop suppressor tRNA genes have been found in the Drosophila genome (Chan and Lowe 2009), experiments in Drosophila, mammals, and yeast have shown that specific near-cognate tRNAs can insert an amino acid when a stop codon is read through, with glutamine or tyrosine incorporated for UAA, glutamine, tyrosine, leucine, lysine, or possibly low levels of tryptophan for UAG, and arginine, cysteine, serine, or tryptophan for UGA (Blenz and Kubli 1981; Pure et al. 1985; Valle et al. 1987; Feng et al. 1990; Fearon et al. 1994; Chittum et al. 1998; Lao et al. 2009; Supplemental Text S5). Thus, the possible amino acids inserted for UGA are mostly different from the ones inserted for UAA or UAG, while UAA and UAG are more likely to result in the same amino acid incorporation.

The few substitutions that have occurred at readthrough loci all convert between UAA and UAG stop codons, suggesting that they may be typically translated into identical amino acids but that UGA encodes a different amino acid. In addition, the specific tRNA used may affect the rate of readthrough, providing a potential explanation for the small number of observed substitutions between UAA and UAG stop codons compared with what would be expected if they were entirely synonymous. We considered other explanations for the low rate of substitutions but found them lacking (Supplemental Text S6). Thus, we conclude that both the amino acid translation and the tRNA-dependent rate of readthrough likely contribute to the low rate of observed substitution between readthrough stop codons.

Possible regulatory mechanisms of readthrough rate

Several conserved RNA structures could enhance readthrough

To determine if mRNA secondary structures participate in the readthrough mechanism, we used RNAz (Washietl et al. 2005), a widely used tool that tests an alignment for conserved and energetically stable predicted RNA structures. The 80 bases downstream from the Drosophila hdc stop codon are known to form a stem–loop that triggers readthrough, even when inserted after the stop codons of other genes, possibly through interference with the ribosome or release factors (Steneberg and Samakovlis 2001), and similarly located structures have been found to stimulate readthrough of viral genes (Firth et al. 2011). We therefore searched for evidence of RNA secondary structures specifically in the 100-base window downstream from the readthrough stop codon (including the stop codon itself). RNAz reported conserved, stable RNA secondary structures for 29 (10%) of the readthrough candidates (Fig. 6A), compared with only 1% of non-readthrough stop codons. Furthermore, these structures are specifically found immediately downstream from the readthrough stop codons: Fewer than 1% of transcripts contain such structures in the 100-base window upstream of the first stop codon, or in the 100-base window downstream from the second stop codon, for either readthrough or non-readthrough genes (Fig. 6B).

Since the RNA structure in hdc is able to induce stop codon readthrough efficiently, independent of the specific stop codon context, one might expect that in the presence of other RNA structures, a leaky stop would be less strongly required. Indeed, among readthrough candidates with structures, TGA is a much less frequent stop codon (TGA: 38% vs. 67%, \( p = 0.002 \)), and C is a somewhat less frequent next base (C: 45% vs. 52%, \( p = 0.30 \)), in each case compared with readthrough candidates without structures (Fig. 6C).

Since RNA structures leading to translational readthrough can be condition-specific, the subset of readthrough candidates with structures could themselves be condition-specific, while readthrough events relying solely on sequence signals may be condition-invariant.

Long readthrough transcripts and predicted sequence motifs suggest extensive regulation

We observed that readthrough candidates have considerably longer primary transcripts on average than non-readthrough genes (19 kb vs. 5.8 kb) and also more exons (7.5 vs. 4.3) and splice variants (2.4 vs. 1.7) (Supplemental Fig. S5; Supplemental Text S7), suggesting that they may be subject to diverse forms of regulation. They are significantly larger in each of the four components that make up the primary transcript—coding sequence, introns, 5′ UTR, and 3′ UTR (even after subtracting the readthrough region)—and each may harbor regulatory elements involved in readthrough or other forms of gene regulation.

We found several indications of possible binding sites for cis-acting elements that may affect translation termination efficiency, possibly by interaction with the 18S rRNA (Namy et al. 2001; Williams et al. 2004). We found several bases near the stop codon with unusually high evolutionary conservation or unusual base frequencies, suggesting selection for specific sequences (Supplemental Text S9). We also found several enriched motifs in the six positions immediately downstream from candidate readthrough stop codons (Supplemental Text S10), including one related to the Skuzeaki sequence, CAR-YYA, known to increase readthrough for viral miRNAs (Skuzeski et al. 1991). Finally, we found high enrichment of the
8-mer CAGCAGCA within a few hundred bases of the stop codon in all three reading frame offsets (Supplemental Text S11).

The long 3' UTRs of the readthrough candidates could also be directly involved in the readthrough mechanism by physically separating the stop codon from the poly(A) tail. Indeed, termination efficiency can be affected by interaction between eRF3, a component of the termination complex, and the poly(A)-binding protein (Amrani et al. 2004; Kobayashi et al. 2004), and thus by separating the two, long 3' UTRs might decrease termination efficiency.

**Evolution of readthrough across animal species**

**Readthrough genes evolved as extensions, not truncations**

We next studied the evolutionary history of readthrough loci to distinguish between two possibilities for how readthrough genes emerge.

1. **Truncation scenario.** An ancestral transcript originally terminated at the second stop locus, but a nonsense mutation introduced a new stop codon at the first stop locus. In this case, the readthrough mechanism could confer a selective advantage by partially rescuing the longer version of the protein.

2. **Extension scenario.** Alternatively, a readthrough transcript could have evolved as a recent extension of an ancestrally shorter gene by inclusion of a formerly untranslated region. An analysis of alignments at the first and second stop loci suggests that most D. melanogaster readthrough genes evolved primarily by extension rather than truncation (Supplemental Text S12). In these cases, readthrough provides an efficient mechanism for evolving new domains, because the protein extension can evolve modularly without affecting the independent functionality of the shorter protein, whereas under the truncation scenario, there would be little opportunity to adapt the new shorter protein without potentially damaging the longer one.

In general, we would not expect the method used to find our 283 readthrough candidates to detect readthrough that has recently evolved by the extension scenario, because we evaluate our protein-coding signatures across all 12 flies. However, to gauge whether additional readthrough genes could have recently evolved in D. melanogaster that were not read through in the common ancestor of the 12 species, we also used PhyloCSF to score second ORFs using only the six closest relatives of D. melanogaster (up to and including Drosophila ananassae). Using our frame bias test to infer the number of
recently evolved readthrough genes, we estimate that in addition to our 283 candidates, there are 100 to 200 genes that have evolved to be readthrough genes in the D. melanogaster lineage by the extension scenario since the divergence of the 12 flies (Supplemental Text S12).

Readthrough candidates in humans, nematodes, and other insects

We next used PhyloCSF to look for stop codon readthrough in four more groups of species for which multiple sequenced and aligned relatives allow us to apply our comparative methodology: mammals, worms, fungi, and insects.

Using a 29-way mammalian alignment (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2011), we found four non-selenocysteine readthrough candidates in the human genome: SACM1L, OPRK1, OPRL1, and BRI3BP. For one of these, SACM1L (Fig. 7A), RNAz predicted a conserved, stable stem–loop downstream from the readthrough stop codon (Fig. 6A). Although rabbit beta-globin is a known readthrough gene (Chittum et al. 1998), it was not found by our method since the second ORF does not show protein-coding constraint. Its 3′ UTR is generally not well conserved, even compared with its closest relatives among the aligned species (Supplemental Fig. S10).

Figure 7. Examples of readthrough candidates in other species. (A) Alignment across 29 mammals for readthrough region in human gene SACM1L, one of four mammalian candidates. (B) Alignment across five worm species for the readthrough region in C. elegans gene C18B2.6, one of five nematode candidates. The stop codon context in all five is TGA-C and is perfectly conserved among Caenorhabditis species. (C) Alignment across 12 Drosophila and three other insect species, Anopheles gambiae (mosquito), Apis mellifera (honey bee), and Tribolium castaneum (red flour beetle), for the readthrough region of the D. melanogaster slo gene, one of 17 readthrough candidates conserved in mosquitoes, and one of four conserved across all 15 aligned insects. Although PhyloCSF cannot tell us whether the region is protein-coding in a particular subset of species, the large number of synonymous substitutions specifically in the other three insects, lack of non-synonymous substitutions and frameshifting indels, and perfectly conserved “leaky” TGA-C stop codon context suggest that readthrough also occurs in these other insects.
and the readthrough could be a species-specific event not conserved in other mammals.

Using a six-way nematode alignment, we found five C. elegans readthrough candidates, namely, shk-1, F38E11.5, F38E11.6, K07C11.4, and C1882.6 (Fig. 7B). RNAz predicted a conserved, stable RNA structure downstream from the C1882.6 stop codon (Fig. 6A), but not for the other candidates. There is one known case of selenocysteine insertion in C. elegans (Buettnner et al. 1999), and a search for SECS elements and homology with selenocysteine genes in other species found no others (Taskov et al. 2005), thus we consider it unlikely that these five readthrough candidates are selenocysteine genes. Surprisingly, F38E11.5 and F38E11.6 are neighboring genes on opposite strands; we have no explanation for this coincidence, as they share no detectable homology.

However, outside these noteworthy individual candidates, neither mammalian nor worm species appear to have abundant readthrough. Comparing the PhyloCSF scores of second ORFs in three frames showed no excess in frame 0 in worm (Supplemental Fig. 11). In human, we found an excess of 86 second ORFs with a positive score in frame 0. Most of these did not have an aligned stop codon in most species and are probably due to recent nonsense mutations, but a handful of additional readthrough cases may exist.

Similarly in yeast, although several readthrough genes had been previously identified in S. cerevisiae (Namy et al. 2002, 2003), our method did not find any genes in either Saccharomyces or Candida with unambiguous signature of readthrough. We found protein-coding signatures in the second ORFs of two S. cerevisiae genes, BSC1 and BSC3, known to have readthrough rates higher than 20% (Namy et al. 2003). In BSC1 it appears that the stop codon arose from a nonsense mutation specific to S. cerevisiae and that readthrough provides partial rescue of the full-length protein, an example of readthrough evolution by the truncation scenario. In BSC3, the readthrough is seemingly conserved across all four aligned yeast species, although the protein-coding constraint could be partly explained by overlap with genes YLR462W and YLR464W on the opposite strand.

Because Anopheles gambiae (malaria mosquito), Apis mellifera (honey bee), and Tribolium castaneum (red flour beetle) lack alignments of multiple close relatives, we used their proximity to the 12 Drosophila species to find readthrough candidates in each by studying their alignments to our list of 283 readthrough candidates. We studied orthologous alignments of our readthrough regions and looked for a preponderance of synonymous substitutions in each of the three species, using a 15-way alignment including the 12 Drosophila species. We found that 17 of our candidates also show the signature of protein-coding selection in their readthrough regions in mosquitoes, of which seven are also found in beetles, and four of the latter also in bees (Fig. 7C; Supplemental Data 1).

The readthrough stop codons in human, nematodes, bees, and beetles were exclusively TGA, and 13 out of 16 have context TGA-C. In contrast, readthrough candidates in fruit fly and mosquito use all three stop codons. The TAA readthrough candidates are particularly notable because there are no others known in any other animal, and a search for conserved readthrough stop codons in prokaryotes using homology and ds/dt analysis did not find any TAA readthroughs either (Fujita et al. 2007), although TAA is used in the known yeast readthrough IMP3 (Namy et al. 2003).

**Estimation of readthrough abundance across eukaryotic species**

Beyond these individual candidates, we sought to estimate the abundance of readthrough across sequenced eukaryotic genomes, even for species lacking rich comparative evidence. We created a reading frame bias test similar to the one discussed above, but relying on the Z curve score instead of the PhyloCSF score. This test enabled us to recognize species with abundant readthrough even when individual readthrough transcripts were difficult to pinpoint due to lack of power. For each species, we estimated the excess of second ORFs with in-frame positive Z-scores, correcting for potential recent nonsense mutations and for nucleotide substitutions due to potential sequencing errors (see Methods).

We first computed the distributions of Z curve scores for D. melanogaster second ORFs in three frames (Fig. 8A) and compared them with our previous comparative information (Fig. 5A) to confirm that the Z curve score has sufficient statistical power to distinguish the large excess of protein-coding regions in frame 0, even if it doesn’t have sufficient power to detect individual readthrough candidates. Indeed, this test found an excess of 259 second ORFs with a positive Z curve score in frame 0, a lower bound consistent with our PhyloCSF-based estimate (Supplemental Text S13).

Given the agreement with PhyloCSF at least in this bulk statistic, we applied this single-species test in 13 insect species and 12 other eukaryotic species including one plant and two fungi, to obtain 90% confidence intervals for the likely number of readthrough transcripts (Fig. 8B,C). Our results suggest more than ~100 readthrough transcripts in Culex quinquefasciatus (West Nile vector mosquito) and Nasonia vitripennis (jewel wasp), and in one crustacean, Daphnia pulex (water flea) (P-value < 0.05 in each case). They also suggest at least ~40 in Bombyx mori (silkworm) and A. gambiae. The 90% confidence intervals allow the possibility of a large number of readthrough transcripts in all insect species. In contrast, species outside insects and crustacea seem unlikely to have many readthrough transcripts, even the one arachnid tested, although there are several reasons our estimate could be low (Supplemental Text S13). The presence of abundant readthrough in the water flea suggests that abundant readthrough may have arisen prior to the root of the insect phylogeny, possibly associated with new regulatory mechanisms that tolerate readthrough transcripts and allow them to evade NMD.

In summary, while we have found individual examples of readthrough in species spanning much of the animal kingdom, abundant readthrough as seen in Drosophila may be confined to insects and crustacea, but not found elsewhere in the tree of life.

**Discussion**

We have found evolutionary signatures of translational stop codon readthrough in 283 D. melanogaster protein-coding genes and shown that other known mechanisms cannot plausibly explain most of these. Translation of the readthrough region has been previously experimentally confirmed for three of these genes with very long readthrough regions (huk, kel, and syn), and we provide new experimental evidence of downstream translation for four additional genes and mass spectrometry evidence for seven more. Beyond the observation of protein translation, however, our approach using protein-coding evolutionary signatures confirms not only that hundreds of genes undergo readthrough, but also that the amino acid sequence downstream from the stop codon serves a conserved function that provides a selective advantage (both across related species and within the D. melanogaster population), even when the readthrough event leads to the inclusion of only a handful of additional amino acids. Our analysis also provides insights into the specific mechanism of readthrough, suggesting translational leakage; amino acid incorporation at the stop codon position; and
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RNA-based, length-based, and sequence-based regulation. Our results reveal that functional stop codon readthrough is considerably more prevalent among metazoans than previously recognized, affecting hundreds of genes in other insects and in at least one crustacean, and spanning the animal kingdom with candidates also found in nematodes and mammals, including in humans.

**Readthrough could be a competitor to NMD for rescuing premature stop codons**

While our evidence suggests that most readthrough genes evolved through extension, the readthrough mechanism itself could have arisen as a way to partially rescue nonsense mutations until a sense mutation at the same locus restores full function to the gene. The mechanism of readthrough could then serve as an evolutionary buffer for transient nonsense mutations that would eventually be replaced by sense codons. Genes that maintain readthrough over long periods of time would do so for other possibly regulatory roles, although initially they would have been non-readthrough genes whose stop codon was misidentified as premature, suggesting that the conditions that trigger readthrough would be ones that typically distinguish premature from normal stop codons. Evidence that an endogenous nonsense-rescue mechanism exists in *Drosophila* first came nearly 20 years ago, as suppressor tRNAs that can rescue nonsense mutations in *Escherichia coli*, yeast, and *C. elegans* have little effect in *Drosophila*, suggesting that an alternative mechanism may already be present (Washburn and O’Toole 1992). Indeed, nonsense rescue in *Drosophila* has been observed for several naturally occurring and artificially introduced premature stop codons (Washburn and O’Toole 1992; Samson et al. 1995; Chao et al. 2003; Yildiz et al. 2004).

The system for identifying which stop codons to read through might share some components with nonsense-mediated decay (NMD), another pathway that identifies premature stop codons, in order to degrade their transcripts. How NMD recognizes premature stop codons in *Drosophila* is not well understood, but there is evidence that NMD is more likely to be triggered if the 3′-UTR length is greater than ~742 nt (Hansen et al. 2009). The average 3′-UTR length for readthrough transcripts is 1079 nt, compared with 381 for non-readthrough, so perhaps readthrough and NMD share this part of the recognition mechanism. If readthrough and NMD recognize premature stop codons in the same way, then one would have to choose one or the other; otherwise, NMD would eliminate the mRNA altogether. One possibility is that if the stop codon is read through on the first pass of translation, then the mRNA is marked so as to turn off NMD and facilitate readthrough on subsequent passes. NMD prevents formation of potentially toxic truncated proteins but does not restore production of the full-length truncated protein, so a competing readthrough fate for non-UTR protein with premature stops could be beneficial and selectively advantageous. However, both the common recognition signals with NMD and the unique signals that choose one pathway or the other remain to be elucidated.

**Diversity in readthrough rate, context, and 3′-UTR length suggest complex regulation**

While the evolutionary signature of protein-coding selection downstream from stop codons is a powerful method for finding readthrough genes, it is still unclear how the *Drosophila* cellular machinery determines which stop codons will be read through and which will not. A simple “leakage” probability that depends solely on the stop codon context is unlikely because non-readthrough genes with “leaky” stop codons would require a low readthrough rate, while this rate can be quite high for readthrough genes. In fact, readthrough protein isoforms fractions as high as 20%, 50%, and 90% have been observed in *Drosophila* genes *syn* and *kel*, and nonsense alleles of *elav*, respectively (Samson et al. 1995; Klagges et al. 1996; Robinson and Cooley 1997), although these could be higher than the actual readthrough rate due to differential degradation of the two protein isoforms. Similarly, protein-coding selection in the third ORFs of the 16 double-readthrough candidates would require a high readthrough rate or coupled readthrough of the two stop codons. Lastly, some readthrough events are known to be tissue-specific (*kel*), stage-specific (*elav*), and temperature-specific (Chao et al. 2003), suggesting both precise and versatile regulation.

Our results suggest that many cis-acting signals influence the readthrough rate of individual genes, including stop codon context, 3′-UTR length, specific motifs, and RNA structures. In addition, trans-acting regulatory mechanisms can influence the global readthrough rate, including post-transcriptional modifications of tRNA anticodons (Bienz and Kubli 1981) and regulation of release factor activity and abundance (von der Haar and Tuite 2007). However, the currently known signals are insufficient to predict readthrough systematically, and the diversity of readthrough genes defies our expectations. For example, *AICR2*, a double-readthrough candidate, has a frequently and presumably non-leaky stop codon context (AAA-G), a short 3′ UTR (227), does not match our enriched 6-base motif, and lacks a conserved secondary structure after its stop codon, suggesting that non-negligible translation of the extended protein would require as yet unidentified regulatory signals.
Understanding of insect readthrough could have medical applications

The prevalence of conserved readthrough in *Drosophila* offers a rich opportunity to enhance our understanding of the underlying molecular mechanisms and regulation of the readthrough process more generally, which could lead to medical and biological engineering applications. For example, small molecules that induce stop codon readthrough have been used as a way to treat genetic diseases caused by nonsense mutations (Schmitz and Famulok 2007; Keeling and Bedwell 2010). A deeper understanding of readthrough regulation could enable targeting these drugs to trigger readthrough for specific genes carrying nonsense mutations, while allowing the NMD pathway to capture other aberrant transcripts, and allowing translation to terminate normally at genes lacking nonsense mutations. Biological engineering could also take advantage of readthrough, by designing fused domains to be translated at a specific ratio (e.g., as dictated by the stop codon context) or in specific conditions (e.g., as dictated by regulation of readthrough); in one such example, a transmembrane anchor downstream from a leaky stop codon was fused to a protein of interest to provide an external indicator of the protein level in the cell (Jostock 2010). Lastly, the recognition that numerous insect species including the malaria vector *A. gambiae* rely on abundant readthrough can offer new insights into their biology and regulation, as well as possible new avenues for anti-malarial targets.

Overall, the widespread use of readthrough across the animal kingdom suggests an additional level of regulatory complexity, requiring a deeper biological understanding but also providing exciting new opportunities to exploit its versatility.

**Methods**

**Transcripts**


**Using PhyloCSF to find protein-coding second ORFs in *D. melanogaster***

For each protein-coding transcript, excluding mitochondrial DNA, trans-spliced transcripts, and transcripts whose final CDS does not end in a stop codon, we computed the PhyloCSF score for the second ORF excluding the final stop codon. For transcripts with no annotated 3′ UTR, or if the second ORF extended beyond the end of the annotated 3′ UTR, we defined the second ORF as continuing beyond the end of the annotated transcript without splicing. Among transcripts with identical second ORFs, we considered only one.

To obtain a *P*-value for a non-coding region of length *L* codons to have a PhyloCSF score above some threshold, we approximated the score distribution with a normal of mean and standard deviation $C_1 \times L$ and $C_2 \times L^2$, where the coefficients $C_1 = 11.55$, $C_2 = 10.81$, and $EX = 0.7184$ were obtained empirically from second ORFs of all transcripts, excluding very high scores as likely coming from coding regions (Lin et al. 2011). For multiple hypothesis correction, we computed the Local FDR (Efron et al. 2001) using the localfdr R package, version 1.1-6, obtained from http://cran.r-project.org/src/contrib/Archive/localfdr/.

We excluded any transcript whose second ORF has a PhyloCSF score (in decibans) less than 16, indicating that it is less than 40 times as likely to occur in a protein-coding region as in a non-coding one. We included as protein-coding any of the remaining transcripts for which the *P*-value is $<0.001$; each of these second ORFs has a Local FDR $<0.33$. We individually examined each of the −100 remaining transcripts whose second ORFs have PhyloCSF score $> 16$ and $P$-value $>0.001$, and considered it protein-coding or not based on various factors, including the presence of frame-shifting insertions and deletions (indels).

For the *D. melanogaster* frame bias investigation, we computed the PhyloCSF scores of unique regions starting 0, 1, or 2 bases after the stop codon of an annotated protein-coding transcript and continuing until the next stop codon in that frame, excluding regions with no alignment and regions overlapping the coding portion of another annotated transcript, such as an alternative splice variant or second cistron.

**RNA-seq**

RNA-seq data were obtained from the October 2009 data freeze on modencode.org (Graveley et al. 2011). We used development timecourse data from submissions 2245-2259, 2262-2263, 2265-2267, and 2388-2397, consisting of 76-base Illumina reads from poly(A) RNA extracted from 30 development stages of *D. melanogaster*, mapped using Tophat, and processed using samtools (Li et al. 2009). When looking for reads overlapping a particular locus, we excluded reads for which the locus was within 7 nt of the end of the read, to avoid splice-mapping errors. When examining candidates for RNA editing, we checked for erroneous mapping to paralogs using BLASTN from blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.

**Splice prediction**

We did not consider a transcript to be a readthrough candidate if any modencode RNA-seq reads or any EST or cDNA in the UCSC Genome Browser support a 3′-splice site early in the second ORF. We also used two splice prediction algorithms to look for additional splice sites. We used the web interface on fruitfly.org for splice site prediction using neural networks (Reese et al. 1997) and a maximum entropy method (Yeo and Burge 2004). If a candidate 3′-splice site has a neural network score above −0.7 or a maximum entropy score above −6, we considered the transcript to be a readthrough candidate or not based on a combination of factors including these scores and the PhyloCSF score of the region before the potential splice site.

**SECIS elements**

We searched for SECIS elements in the 3′ UTRs of *D. melanogaster* readthrough candidates with a TGA stop codon using SECISearch (Kryukov et al. 2003) with parameter values: *Pattern* = “Loose (canonical and non-canonical),” *Core structure energy* = −5, *Overall structure energy* = −11, and using all fine structural feature filters (Y, O, B, S). We also ran with *Pattern* = “Default (GTGA).” We used...
the recommended COVE score threshold of 1.5. If the 3' UTR was not annotated, we searched the 1000 nt downstream from the stop codon. If the annotated 3' UTR was <1000 nt long, we extended it without splicing to 1000 nt.

GFP constructs

BAC recombineering was performed as described in Venken et al. (2009), except that the recombineering enzymes on the pSpm6 plasmid were electroporated into the [pacman] library pEPI300 bacteria rather than moving the BAC into a recombineering bacteria (gift from Donald Court, National Cancer Institute, Frederick, MD) (Datta et al. 2006). BACS from the [pacman] library (Venken et al. 2009) were chosen using the genome browser on the project home page (http://www.pacmanfly.org/) to include the gene of interest (GOI) and as much of the surrounding genomic DNA as possible (Supplemental Data 2). One BAC was tagged for each readthrough prediction tested, replacing the second stop codon with eGFP in-frame with a TAG stop (Fig. 3A), followed by a kanamycin-resistance marker (Poser et al. 2008); C-terminal laptags (a gift from Anthony Hyman, Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics, Dresden, Germany) (Poser et al. 2008) were amplified with PCR and recombined into BACs from the CHORI-322 libraries using ~70-bp homology arms specific to each gene of interest (GOI.readthrough.F and GOI.readthrough.R) (Supplemental Data 2) and 21–22 bp specific to the tag (tag sequence forward GATTATGATATTCCAACTACTG and tag sequence reverse TCAG AAGAACTCGTCAAGAAG). Tagged BACS were integrated into the Drosophila genome using the PhiC31 integrase system, screened for red eyes and balanced over CyO or TM6C, Sb if the integration site was on the second or third chromosome, respectively. BAC integration was checked with PCR as described in Venken et al. (2009). Embryonic expression patterns were determined with antibody staining using rabbit anti-GFP from abcam ab290 at 1:200 dilution and goat anti-rabbit Alexa488 from Invitrogen at 0.75:5000 dilution. Larval expression patterns were determined from in vivo expression of the GFP. Larval tissues were dissected in saline and mounted in 50% glycerol/50% PBS. Images were collected on a Leica DM5000B microscope.

Z curve score

The Z curve score was computed as described in Gao and Zhang (2004) and trained using all annotated coding exons and similar sized intergenic regions as positive and negative examples. We offset the score so that the minimum average error threshold on the training examples was at 0. For the three-frames comparison test for abundant readthrough, we computed the linear discriminant using a prior probability for coding of 0.02, to account for the expectation of less than 10 codons after the stop have been averaged with the next four codons. For the first frame, we estimated this probability curve score. The fraction of simulated sequencing mismatches caught by this test ranged from 0.053 for A. pisum to 0.489 for D. mojavensis. (We only applied the test to arthropods, since no other species had large frame 0 excess.) Among second ORFs with a positive score in frame 0, the number of sequencing errors detected by this test was no more than seven in any of the arthropods tested, except that in A. aegypti we detected 94 errors, enough to make any estimation of readthrough impossible and warranting future investigation.

To generate the 90% confidence intervals, we used a stochastic model in which we assumed that each second ORF whose first stop codon was readthrough, recent nonsense, or a sequencing mismatch would have a positive score in frame 0, and for each other second ORF the probability of having a positive score would be the same in each of the three frames. We estimated this probability using maximum likelihood. We modeled our test for a sequencing mismatch stop codon as a Bernoulli random variable with the probability of detection determined by our simulation data.

Potential limitations of this method are discussed in Supplemental Text S13.

Base-pairing

To calculate the frequency of miRNA base-pairing, we used RNAfold (Zuker and Stiegler 1981) from the Vienna RNA Package version 1.8.2 (Hofacker et al. 1994) with the default parameters to calculate the minimum free-energy secondary structure of the 403-base region of each transcript centered at the stop codon (extending without splicing if there was no annotated 3' UTR or it was <200 nt long). Each distinct region was counted only once even if it is contained in multiple transcripts. To decrease the variance arising from the relatively small number of readthrough candidates, codons before the stop have been averaged with the previous four codons, and codons after the stop have been averaged with the next four codons.

Length, composition, and enrichment statistics

In computing length and composition statistics for readthrough candidates and non-readthrough transcripts, we eliminated duplicates (transcripts with identical second ORFs), leaving 15,211 transcripts. For computing UTR lengths, we included only transcripts that have annotated UTRs.

To adjust some statistic for one or more other statistics (e.g., computing average 5'-UTR length of transcripts with similar length and 3'-UTR length as readthrough candidates), we divided transcripts into bins and weighted the non-readthrough transcripts so as to make the total weight in each bin equal to the fraction of readthrough candidates in that bin. The bin size was 300 when adjusting for one statistic. When adjusting for two statistics, we used bins of size 750 for the first statistic and a bin of size 150 for the second statistic for each bin of the first statistic. For three statistics, we used bins of size 750, 150, and 15 and averaged the results over all permutations to make the result order-independent.

GO classifications were obtained from http://www.sb.cs.cmu.edu/stem/ (Ernst and Bar-Joseph 2006).
RNA structures

To look for conserved RNA structures, we used RNAz (Washietl et al. 2005), which combines a measure of secondary structure conservation with a measure of thermodynamic stability relative to other sequences of the same length and base composition. We used the -d option, which compares to a null model that also preserves dinucleotide frequencies. We used alignments as described above, but excluded the non-Drosophilaideae from the dm3 alignment and for each region excluded species for which the alignment was not fully defined. Although we used the default threshold for SVM RNA-class probability of 0.5 for considering a structure to be significant, all of the significant structures found had probability >0.7, and the human, worm, and half of the fly structures had probability >0.9. Some of our preliminary investigation also used quickfold on the DINAMelt server (http://dinanelt.bioinfo.rpi.edu/quickfold.php) (Markham and Zuker 2005).

Homology with known protein domains

We searched for homology with known protein domain families using Search Pfam from http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search?tab=searchProteinBlock#tabview=tab1 (Finn et al. 2010). We excluded regions less than 10 codons long and regions that overlapped a known CDS, both for readthroughs and controls. We also excluded control regions with positive PhyloCSF, since these could be actual readthroughs excluded from our readthrough list by overly conservative curation. We considered a match to be significant if e-value < 0.05/(number of regions tested).
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